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Impact of the water dimer on the atmospheric
reactivity of carbonyl oxides†
Josep M. Anglada*a and Albert Sole´b
The reactions of twelve carbonyl oxides or Criegee intermediates with the water monomer and with the
water dimer have been investigated employing high level theoretical methods. The study includes all possible
carbonyl oxides arising from the isoprene ozonolysis and the methyl and dimethyl carbonyl oxides that
originated from the reaction of ozone with several hydrocarbons. These reactions have great significance in
the chemistry of the atmosphere because Criegee intermediates have recently been identified as important
oxidants in the troposphere and as precursors of secondary organic aerosols. Moreover, water vapor is one
of the most abundant trace gases in the atmosphere and the water dimer can trigger the atmospheric
decomposition of Criegee intermediates. Our calculations show that the nature and position of the
substituents in carbonyl oxides play a very important role in the reactivity of these species with both the
water monomer and the water dimer. This fact results in diﬀerences in rate constants of up to six orders of
magnitude depending on the carbonyl oxide. In this work we have defined an eﬀective rate constant (keﬀ) for
the atmospheric reaction of carbonyl oxides with water vapor, which depends on the temperature and on
the relative humidity as well. With this keﬀ we show that the water dimer, despite its low tropospheric
concentration, enhances the atmospheric reactivity of Criegee intermediates, but its eﬀect changes with the
nature of carbonyl oxide, ranging between 59 and 295 times in the most favorable case (syn-methyl carbonyl
oxide), and between 1.4 and 3 times only in the most unfavorable case.
Introduction
Alkene ozonolysis is one of the most important pathways for
the degradation of unsaturated hydrocarbons in the Earth’s
atmosphere. The reaction follows the Criegee mechanism1
(reaction (1)) and proceeds, in a first step, by the 1,3-addition
of ozone to the double bond of the unsaturated hydrocarbon
producing a 1,2,3-trioxolane or a primary ozonide which
decomposes, in a second step, into a carbonyl oxide (or Criegee
intermediate) and a carbonyl compound. Carbonyl oxides are
formed with an excess of vibrational energy and a part of them
decomposes unimolecularly (about 37–50%),2–15 while the
remaining fractions are stabilized vibrationally2,14–18 and can
further react with other atmospheric trace gases.
Criegee intermediates have attracted great interest from a
theoretical point of view6,9,19 and, in recent years, experimentally.
Taatjes and co-workers20,21 were able to detect the parent carbonyl
oxide H2COO, which has also been characterized by micro-
wave,22 infrared (IR),23 and ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy,24–27
and by high level quantum chemical and dynamical calcula-
tions.28–30 Spectroscopic studies have also been extended to
the substituted carbonyl oxides CH3CHOO, (CH3)2COO and
CH3CH2CHOO.
31–34
The reactivity of stabilized carbonyl oxides is also of great
interest for atmospheric purposes. These species can react with
tropospheric trace gases such as aldehydes, organic acids, NOx,
NH3, SO2, HOx, O3, H2O, and with itself,
11,35–67 and contribute to
the formation of secondary organic aerosols.48,68–72 Among them
the reaction with H2O is of major importance in the atmosphere
because water vapor is the third most abundant trace gas in the
troposphere. This reaction (2) with n = 1 produces s-hydroxy-
hydroperoxide (HHP),14,15,73 which has been detected in the
atmosphere and has a direct impact in forest damage.74,75
R1R2COO + H2O- R1R2C(OH)OOH (2a)
R1R2COO + (H2O)2- R1R2C(OH)OOH + H2O (2b)
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In addition, for those carbonyl oxides having a methyl group in
syn-position, the water molecule can act as a catalyst in the
transfer of one hydrogen atom of the methyl group to the terminal
oxygen atom of the COO group (reaction (3a) with n = 1), and the
R(CH2)C(OOH) product decomposes into R(CH2)CO + OH so that
it can be a source for atmospheric hydroxyl radicals.
R(CH3)COO + H2O- R(CH2)C(OOH) + H2O
- R(CH2)CO + HO + H2O (3a)
R(CH3)COO + (H2O)2- R(CH2)C(OOH) + (H2O)2
- R(CH2)CO + HO + (H2O)2 (3b)
Very recently it has been pointed out that the reaction of carbonyl
oxides with the water dimer (n = 2 in reactions (2b) and (3b))
enhances their atmospheric degradation.76–80 Despite the fact
that the tropospheric concentration of the water dimer is very
low,81–83 experimental and theoretical investigations on the parent
carbonyl oxide and the methyl substituted carbonyl oxides have
shown a huge increase of the reactivity of these species with (H2O)2
compared to their reactivity with H2O,
76–79,84 in a way that it has
been suggested that the reaction of the water dimer will be the
largest sink of H2COO in the troposphere.
80
In a previous work42 we have carried out a systematic study
on the reactivity of up to 15 carbonyl oxides with water and in
this investigation we extend that study to the reaction of the
twelve carbonyl oxides depicted in Fig. 1 with the water monomer
and with the water dimer. The Criegee intermediates considered
in this work are all possible carbonyl oxides arising from the
isoprene ozonolysis and the methyl and dimethyl substituted
products, arising from ozonolysis of several hydrocarbons. We
aim to investigate whether the water dimer has a similar impact
on the reactivity of all carbonyl oxides under diﬀerent atmo-
spheric conditions of temperature and relative humidity and in
addition, we would also like to study if the reaction of carbonyl
oxides with water will contribute to the atmospheric formation of
hydroxyl radicals via reaction (3).
Technical details
All stationary points in the potential energy surface have been
fully optimized with the hybrid density functional B3LYPmethod,85
employing the 6-311+G(2df,2p) basis set.86,87 At this level of theory
we have also calculated the harmonic vibrational frequencies to
verify the nature of the corresponding stationary point (minimum
or transition state), to provide the zero point vibrational energy
Fig. 1 Schematic structure of the carbonyl oxides studied in this work.
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(ZPE) and the thermodynamic contributions to the enthalpy
and free energy. Moreover, we have performed intrinsic reaction
coordinate calculations,88–90 to ensure that the transition states
connect the desired reactants and products.
The final energies were obtained by performing, at the
optimized geometries, single point energy calculations at the
CCSD(T)91–94 level of theory using the more flexible aug-cc-pVTZ
basis set.95,96 In order to obtain a better estimation on the stability
of the different reactant complexes, we have also computed, at this
level of theory, the basis set superposition error (BSSE) according
to the counterpoise method by Boys and Bernardi.97 In addition,
for some selected reactions we have carried out additional calcula-
tions in order to check the reliability of our computational scheme.
Firstly, at the stationary points, we have performed single point
energy calculations at the CCSD(T) level of theory employing the
aug-cc-pVQZ basis set and we have also considered the extra-
polation to the complete basis set (CBS) limit, according to the
extrapolation scheme proposed by Helgaker et al.98 Secondly, we
have re-optimized and characterized some elementary reactions at
the QCISD level of theory99 using the 6-311+G(2df,2p) basis set and
we have performed single point CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations
at the computed stationary points.
Finally, we have computed the rate constants using conven-
tional (CTST) and variational (VTST) transition state theories.
For this purpose, we have considered the energies obtained at
the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2p) level and the
partition functions computed at the B3LYP level of theory.
In the case of the conventional transition state theory, the
tunneling correction to the rate constants has been calculated
using the zero-order approximation to the vibrationally adiabatic
PES with zero curvature. In this case, the unsymmetrical Eckart
potential energy barrier has been used to approximate the
potential energy curve.100 In the calculations involving variational
transition state theory, the tunneling eﬀects have been obtained
using the small curvature approach.
The quantum chemical calculations carried out in this
work were performed by using Gaussian101 and ORCA program
packages.102 The Molden program103 was employed to visualize
the geometric and electronic features. The kinetic study was done
by using the Polyrate program.104
Results and discussion
Reaction of carbonyl oxides with water and the water dimer
Reactions (2) and (3) show that there are two types of processes
for the reaction of carbonyl oxides with water and the water
dimer. The main process is reaction (2), and corresponds to the
addition of the oxygen atom of water to the carbon atom of
carbonyl oxide and simultaneously the transfer of one hydrogen
atom of water to the terminal oxygen atom of the carbonyl oxide.
This is a 1,3-dipolar-like interaction as shown schematically in
Fig. 2. The product of the reaction is the corresponding hydroxy
hydroperoxide (HHP). The process described by reaction (3) can
Fig. 2 Schematic potential energy surface for the water addition to carbonyl oxides in reactions (2a) and (2b).
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occur in carbonyl oxides 2, 4, 5, and 6 (Fig. 1), which have a
methyl substituent in syn-position. In this reaction water or the
water dimer acts as a bridge for the transfer of one hydrogen
atom from the methyl substituent to the terminal oxygen atom
of the Criegee intermediate producing an hydroperoxide as
shown schematically in Fig. 3. The hydroperoxide is produced
with a vinyl group on the a-C and to distinguish it from the
ROOH, another common species in the atmosphere, these species
are commonly termed as vinyl hydroperoxide, and can lead to the
formation of hydroxyl radicals.
Addition of water to carbonyl oxides
Fig. 2 shows a schematic potential energy surface of the reaction
of carbonyl oxides with water and with the water dimer. In all
cases, each reaction begins with the formation of a pre reactive
complex before the transition state and the release of the corre-
sponding products. Table 1 contains the relative energy of
the elementary reactions having the lowest energy barrier. The
relative energies of all reactions are collected in Table S1 of the
ESI.† In Fig. 2 and Table 1 the labels a, b, and c, correspond to
the relative stability of the pre-reactive complex, the transition
state and the product of the reaction with water and the labels A,
B, C, and D correspond to the relative stability of the pre-reactive
complex, the transition state, the post reactive complex and the
product of the reaction with the water dimer.
For the reaction of each carbonyl oxide with a single water
molecule there are two elementary reactions whose transition
states have a five-membered ring structure. They have been
labeled as TS1a and TS1b and diﬀerentiate from each other in
the orientation of the dangling hydrogen atom of the water
moiety (see Fig. 2). The reaction of each carbonyl oxide with the
water dimer follows the same trends. Each pre-reactive complex is
formed by the interaction between carbonyl oxide and the two
water molecules. After the formation of pre-reactive complexes
there are four possible elementary reactions whose transition
states are labelled as TS1A, TS1B, TS1C, and TS1D. Fig. 2 shows
that these transition states diﬀerentiate from each other in the
orientation of the two dangling hydrogen atoms of the water
dimer moiety. Each elementary reaction begins with the corres-
ponding pre-reactive complex that has not been explicitly drawn in
the figure for the sake of clarity, but has been considered through-
out the work. The product of the reaction is the corresponding
Fig. 3 Schematic potential energy surface for the hydrogen atom transfer reactions of carbonyl oxides with water and with the water dimer in
reactions (3a) and (3b).
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hydroxy hydroperoxide, as in the case of the reaction with the
water monomer, but forming a hydrogen bond complex with
the water molecule.
In order to assess the reliability of the theoretical approach
employed in this work we have carried out some sets of calcula-
tions. Firstly, for the reaction of the parent carbonyl oxide 1 with
water and the water dimer, we have performed, at all stationary
points optimized at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2p) level of theory,
single point energy calculations at the CCSD(T) level of theory
using the aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets, and also
considering the extrapolation to the CBS basis set. These results,
displayed in Table 1, show that for the reaction with the water
monomer TS1a is computed to lie 1.50 kcal mol1 above the
energy of the separate reactants at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level
of theory, but 2.22 kcal mol1 at the CCSD(T)/CBS level of theory,
whereas for the reaction with the water dimer, the corresponding
values are 8.49 kcal mol1 at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of
theory and 7.50 kcal mol1 at the CCSD(T)/CBS level of theory.
That is, the calculations at the CBS basis set predict relative
energies for these transition states to be between 0.72 and
0.99 kcal mol1 higher than the relative energies obtained using
the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. However, the pre reactive complexes
are also destabilized by 0.2–0.6 kcal mol1 so that the energy
barriers for the transition states relative to the pre-reactive
complexes change only by 0.4–0.5 kcal mol1. Table 1 and
Table S1 (ESI†) also show that the same trends are observed for
the remaining elementary reactions whereas the relative stability
of the reaction products changes by at most 0.3 kcal mol1 when
the basis set is extended from aug-cc-pVTZ to the CBS limit.
Similar conclusions have been recently reported by Lin et al.,79
although these authors predict the relative energies of the
transition state of the reaction of 1 with H2O and (H2O)2 to be
2.82 and 6.61 kcal mol1 compared with the values of 2.22 and
7.50 kcal mol1, respectively, computed in our work. The energy
barriers obtained by Lin et al.79 are slightly higher than those
predicted by our calculations, and these differences may be
mainly attributed to the different basis sets employed in calculat-
ing the geometries of the stationary points. Secondly, for the
reaction of the syn-methyl carbonyl oxide with water (entry 2),
we have also optimized and characterized all stationary points
at the QCISD/6-311+G(2df,2p) level of theory and we have per-
formed single point energy calculations at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pVTZ level of theory. The results of Table 1 show differences
of up to 0.5 kcal mol1 with respect to the values obtained
at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2p) level of
theory. According to these results, we estimate an error of the
relative energies obtained at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/
6-311+G(2df,2p) level of theory of up to 1 kcal mol1, but the
error of the energy barriers relative to the reactants should be
smaller, up to 0.5 kcal mol1.
In a previous paper42 we have considered just one of these
reaction paths for the reaction of each carbonyl oxide with a
single water molecule, but we have disclosed that the corres-
ponding reaction barrier, and consequently the reaction kinetics,
depends on both, the nature of the substituents in the carbonyl
oxide and on its position (syn or anti). We concluded that
substituents with electron donating character hinder the nucleo-
philic attack of the oxygen atom of water to the carbon atom of
the carbonyl oxide, increasing the energy barrier. In contrast,
electron withdrawing substituents in the carbonyl oxide cause a
decrease of the energy barrier. In addition, substituents in anti-
position, produce a stabilization eﬀect and substituents in syn-
position produce a destabilization eﬀect, which is caused by the
hyperconjugative eﬀects originated by the substituents. For a
more detailed discussion on the nature of these eﬀects we
suggest the reader looks at ref. 42. This is the case, for instance,
of the reaction of methyl carbonyl oxide with water. For the anti-
conformer (entry 3) the pre-reactive complex has a binding
energy of 7.70 kcal mol1, (8.54 kcal mol1 without BSSE) and
the transition states lie 1.20 and 0.58 kcal mol1 below the
Table 1 Relative energies (D(E + ZPE), in kcal mol1) for the stationary points of the elementary reactions 2a and 2b of carbonyl oxides with water and
with the water dimer, having the lowest energy barrier. Labels a, b, c, A, B, C, and D are as defined in Fig. 2a
Entry R1b R2b
R1R2COO + H2O R1R2COO + (H2O)2
Path a b c Path A B C Dc
1 H H TS1a 6.14 (6.88) 1.50 42.69 TS1B 10.70 (11.94) 8.49 46.24 39.66
[6.66] [2.22] [42.64] [11.38] [7.50] [45.95] [39.81]
2 CH3 H TS1a 6.58 (7.46) 5.34 36.67 TS1A 11.86 (13.08) 5.87 39.66 33.64
{7.29} {5.98} {35.97}
3 H CH3 TS1a 7.70 (8.54) 1.20 41.20 TS1D 13.87 (15.11) 9.94 45.84 38.28
4 CH3 CH3 TS1a 7.63 (8.58) 3.57 34.93 TS1A 13.89 (15.23) 6.05 37.72 31.90
5 CH3 t-CHQCH2 TS1a 6.45 (7.36) 6.82 30.46 TS1A 10.40 (11.63) 1.49 33.30 25.92
6 CH3 c-CHQCH2 TS1a 6.62 (7.54) 5.24 31.50 TS1A 10.49 (11.73) 4.01 34.70 28.47
7 c-CHQCH2 CH3 TS1a 5.19 (5.96) 5.84 32.04 TS1A 11.69 (12.98) 2.38 37.60 29.87
8 t-CHQCH2 CH3 TS1b 6.50 (7.40) 4.31 31.69 TS1A 12.44 (13.74) 4.33 36.54 28.66
9 H c-CH2QCH3 TS1a 6.89 (7.73) 1.85 34.15 TS1D 11.70 (12.95) 6.24 39.05 31.52
10 t-C(CH3)QCH2 H TS1a 6.17 (7.12) 4.69 34.91 TS1D 10.73 (11.98) 4.91 39.02 31.88
11 c-C(CH3)QCH2 H TS1a 4.54 (5.19) 6.82 33.12 TS1A 10.35 (11.67) 2.00 36.20 30.42
12 H c-C(CH3)QCH2 TS1a 6.58 (7.42) 0.16 37.30 TS1C 12.06 (13.37) 7.95 40.84 34.27
a Plain numbers correspond to CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2p) relative energies. Values in parenthesis are without considering the
BSSE correction, values in brackets correspond to CCSD(T)/CBS//B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2p) relative energies, and values in braces correspond to
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//QCISD/6-311+G(2df,2p) relative energies. b R1 stands for the substituent in syn-position and R2 stands for the substituent in
anti-position. c It does not necessarily correspond to the most stable conformer.
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energy of the separate reactants. For the syn-conformer (entry 2) we
have computed a binding energy of 6.58 kcal mol1 for the reactive
complex (7.46 kcal mol1 without BSSE), while the transition states
lie 5.34 and 6.74 kcal mol1 above the energy of the separate
reactants. The huge eﬀect of the position of the substituent in
carbonyl oxide is thus reflected in the energy barrier relative to
the pre-reactive complex, which are computed to be 7.34 and
7.96 kcal mol1 for the anti-carbonyl oxide, entry 3, but 12.8
and 14.9 kcal mol1 for the syn-conformer, entry 2, (see Table 1
and Table S1, ESI†). Regarding the reaction with the water dimer,
the results displayed in Table 1 and Table S1 (ESI†) show that all
transition states lie below the energy of the separate reactants
(between 3.95 and 5.87 kcal mol1 for entry 2; and between
8.75 and 9.94 kcal mol1 for entry 3), with a common stabili-
zation energy of about 10–11 kcal mol1 regarding the relative
energies with respect to the corresponding values for the reaction
with water monomers, whereas the pre-reactive complexes are
stabilized by 5–7 kcal mol1. Again our results are compared with
the values recently reported by Lin and co-workers,79 although
those authors predict slightly higher energy barriers in line with the
above discussion on the parent carbonyl oxide 1.
As pointed out in a previous work,42 the results displayed
also in Table 1 and Table S1 (ESI†) reveal very big diﬀerences in
the relative energies of the remaining carbonyl oxides (entries 4
to 12), depending on the substituents in the carbonyl oxide and
their position. The binding energy of the pre-reactive complexes
range between 4.54 kcal mol1 (entry 11) and 7.63 kcal mol1
(entry 4), and the relative energy of the transition states with
respect to the reactants runs between 0.16 kcal mol1 (entry 12),
and 6.82 kcal mol1 (entry 11), whereas the reaction energies
range between30.46 kcal mol1 (entry 5) and37.30 kcal mol1
(entry 12). The reaction with the water dimer follows the same
trend as the reaction with the water monomer, regarding the
nature and position of the substituents in carbonyl oxides.
The transition states are roughly stabilized between 8 and
10 kcal mol1 and the pre-reactive complexes are stabilized
between 4 and 6 kcal mol1 with respect to the relative energies
of the corresponding stationary points of the reaction with a
single water molecule. The diﬀerences in the distinct eﬀects
of the substituents are also clearly reflected in the computed
energy barriers relative to the pre-reactive complexes, which
change between 7.58 and 14.18 kcal mol1 for the reaction of
compounds 12 and 5 with the water monomer, respectively,
and to diﬀerences between 5.42 and 8.48 kcal mol1 for the
reaction of the same carbonyl oxides with the water dimer.
Our calculations show diﬀerences with the reported values
on the relative energies ranging between 2 and 3 kcal mol1
with respect to previous theoretical studies carried out using
less accurate theoretical approaches.39–41,63–65,105
In summary, the reaction with the water dimer follows the
same trends as the reaction with the water monomer regarding
the eﬀect of the substituent and its position in the carbonyl oxide.
In the case of reaction with the water monomer, the transition
state forms a five-membered ring structure, but for the reaction
with the water dimer, each transition state has a seven-membered
ring structure in which the oxygen atom of one water molecule
interacts with the carbon atom of the carbonyl oxide, one hydro-
gen atom of this water molecule is transferred to the second water
molecule and simultaneously, one hydrogen atom of the second
water molecule is also transferred to the terminal oxygen atom
of the carbonyl oxide moiety. Therefore, this reaction can be
envisaged as the reaction with the water monomer but catalyzed
by a second water molecule.
Hydrogen atom transfer
Fig. 3 shows that there are two elementary reactions for the
reaction of carbonyl oxides 2, 4, 5, and 6 (reaction (3)) with a single
water molecule and four elementary reactions for the reaction with
the water dimer. The corresponding transition states have been
labeled as TS2a and TS2b for the reaction of carbonyl oxides with
H2O and as TS2A, TS2B, TS2C, and TS2D for the reaction with
(H2O)2. Fig. 3 shows that the diﬀerent transition states diﬀer from
each other in the relative orientation of the dangling hydrogen
atoms of the water monomer and dimer moieties, respectively.
As discussed in the previous section, in Fig. 3 and Table 2 the
labels a, b, c, and d, correspond to the relative stability of the pre-
reactive complex, the transition state and the product of the reac-
tion with water and the labels A, B, C, and D correspond to the
relative stability of the pre-reactive complex, the transition state,
the post-reactive complex and the product of the reaction with the
water dimer. As pointed out in the section Addition of water to
carbonyl oxides, each elementary reaction begins with a corres-
ponding pre-reactive complex that has not been drawn for the sake
of clarity, but has been considered along the work.
Table 2 Relative energies (D(E + ZPE), in kcal mol1) for the stationary points of the elementary reactions 3a and 3b of carbonyl oxides with water and
with the water dimer, having the lowest energy barrier. Labels a, b, c, d, A, B, C, and D are as defined in Fig. 3a
Entry R1b R2b
R1R2COO + H2O R1R2COO + (H2O)2
Path a b c d Path A B C D
2 CH3 H TS2b 6.58 (7.46) 8.17 24.82 18.77 TS2A 11.86 (13.08) 2.06 29.66 18.77
{7.29} {8.35} {24.39} —
4 CH3 CH3 TS2a 7.63 (8.58) 7.52 22.39 16.45 TS2A 13.89 (15.23) 1.38 27.72 16.45
5 CH3 t-CHQCH2 TS2b 6.45 (7.36) 10.10 19.14 12.82 TS2A 10.85 (12.07) 4.42 24.17 12.82
6 CH3 c-CHQCH2 TS2b 6.62 (7.54) 8.70 22.80 16.37 TS2A 10.49 (11.73) 2.69 27.60 16.37
a Plain numbers correspond to CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2p) relative energies. Values in parenthesis are without considering the BSSE
correction, values in brackets correspond to CCSD(T)/CBS//B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2p) relative energies, and values in braces correspond to CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pVTZ//QCISD/6-311+G(2df,2p) relative energies. b R1 stands for the substituent in syn-position and R2 stands for the substituent in anti-position.
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The relative energies for the processes with the lowest energy
barrier have been collected in Table 1, while Table S2 of the ESI†
contains the relative energies of all reactions investigated. For the
reactions with the water monomer our calculations predict the
transition states to lie between 7.52 and 10.10 kcal mol1 above
the energy of the separate reactants, whereas for the reaction with
the water dimer the transition states lie between 1.38 and
4.42 kcal mol1 with respect to the energies of the reactants,
so that there is a common stabilization energy of roughly
6 kcal mol1 in the relative position of the transition states in
going from the reaction with the water monomer to the reaction
with the water dimer. This stabilization is smaller by about
4 kcal mol1 than that calculated for the water addition processes
(reaction (2)) and discussed in the previous section.
Reaction kinetics
The kinetic model employed in the present calculations is the same
that was used in a previous investigation on the reaction between
carbonyl oxides and the water monomer, and is shown in eqn (4).
R1R2COOþX Ð
k1
k1
R1R2COO   X !k2 Product
X ¼ H2Oand H2Oð Þ2
(4)
According to this scheme, each reaction rate constant has been
calculated using eqn (5),
kI ¼ k1
k1
k2 ¼ Keqk2 (5)
where Keq is the equilibrium constant of the pre-reactive complex
and k2 is the rate constant of the unimolecular reaction between
the pre-reactive complex and the reaction product. These values
have been calculated according to eqn (6) and (7), respectively.
Keq ¼ QComplex
QR1R2COOQX
e
 EC  ERð Þ
RT (6)
k2 ¼ kkbT
h
QTS
QComplex
e
 ETS  ECð Þ
RT (7)
where the variousQ’s denote the partition functions of the reactants
R1R2COO and X, the hydrogen bond complex, and the transition
state. ER, EC, and ETS are the total energies of the reactants, the pre-
reactive complex, and the transition state, respectively, kb and h are
the Boltzmann and Planck constants, respectively, and k is the
tunneling parameter computed with the zero curvature approach.
Moreover, the reliability of our kinetic study has been assessed
computing, for all reactions involving carbonyl oxides 1, 2, 3,
and 4, the rate constants employing the canonical variational
transition state theory (CVTST) according to,106–108
kCVT ¼ kkBT
h
QGTðsÞ
QComplex
e
V sð Þ
kBT (8)
where s* is the free energy maximum along the reaction path at
temperature T, QComplex is the partition function of the pre-reactive
complex, QGT(s*) is the generalized transition state partition func-
tion, V(s*) is the potential energy and k is the tunneling parameter
that has been computed with the small curvature approach.
Table 3 contains the computed rate constants, at 298 K, for
the reactions of the twelve carbonyl oxides considered in this
Table 3 Calculated values, at 298 K, of rate constants (kTS1M and kTS2M in cm
3molecule1 s1), and of the overall rate constants kM and kD (kM = kTS1M + kTS2M,
kD = kTS1D + kTS2D, both in cm
3 molecule1 s1) for the reaction of carbonyl oxides with water and with the water dimera,b,c
Entry
R1R2COO + H2O R1R2COO + (H2O)2
kTS1M kTS2M kM kTS1D kTS2D kD
1 3.52  1015 — 3.52  1015 2.32  1010 — 2.32  1010
[3.62  1015] [3.62  1015] [3.39  1010] — [3.39  1010]
(3.05  1015) — (3.05  1015) (1.67  1010) — (1.67  1010)
2 2.06  1018 5.26  1019 2.58  1018 1.29  1012 1.05  1017 1.29  1012
(1.42  1018) (1.47  1018) (2.89  1018) (4.82  1013) (1.78  1016) (4.83  1013)
3 2.36  1013 — 2.36  1013 1.06  109 — 1.06  109
(1.35  1013) — (1.35  1013) (5.93  1010) — (5.93  1010)
4 3.89  1017 1.63  1018 3.97  1017 6.96  1013 2.79  1017 6.96  1013
(1.91  1017) (5.00  1018) (2.41  1017) (3.72  1013) (2.00  1017) (3.72  1013)
5 3.08  1019 2.74  1020 3.35  1019 9.23  1016 2.29  1019 9.23  1016
6 2.73  1018 1.76  1019 2.91  1018 1.27  1014 1.74  1018 1.27  1014
7 3.65  1018 — 3.65  1018 5.42  1015 5.42  1015
8 1.87  1017 1.87  1017 4.71  1014 4.71  1014
9 2.91  1015 2.91  1015 3.31  1012 3.31  1012
10 6.87  1018 6.87  1018 1.08  1013 1.08  1013
11 2.25  1019 2.25  1019 2.39  1015 2.39  1015
12 1.67  1014 1.67  1014 2.21  1011 2.21  1011
a kM stands for the reaction with the water monomer and kD stands for the reaction with the water dimer. kTS1M = kTS1a + kTS1b; kTS2M = kTS2a + kTS2b;
kTS1D = kTS1a + kTS1b + kTS1c + kTS1d; kTS2D = kTS2a + kTS2b + kTS2c + kTS2d. See text.
b Plain values correspond to rate constants computed at the CTST
level; values in parenthesis correspond to constants computed at the VTST level, and values in brackets are rate constants computed at the CTST
level using CCSD(T)/CBS energies. c Theoretical values from the literature (in cm3 molecule1 s1) are: regarding the reaction with the water
monomer for 1: 5.88  1017 ref. 40, 8.18  1018 ref. 64, and 3.60  1016 ref. 79; for 2: 4.23  1020 ref. 40, 1.17  1020 ref. 64 and 7.23  1021
ref. 105; for 3: 2.54  1015 ref. 40, 6.72  1016 ref. 64, and 2.87  1016 ref. 105; for 4: 7.49  1019 ref. 40 and 2.90  1019 ref. 64; for 5: 1.62 
1021 ref. 105; and for 6: 3.43 1020 ref. 105. Regarding the reaction with the water dimer, for 1: 1.46 1012 ref. 64 and 5.44 1012 ref. 79; for 2:
1.51  1015 ref. 64 and 2.56  1014 ref. 79; for 3: 2.77  1012 ref. 64 and 1.60  1011 ref. 79.
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work with water and the water dimer. In the previous section we
have pointed out that in the reaction with the water monomer
there are two elementary reactions for each process and in
the reaction with the water dimer there are four elementary
reactions. Therefore we have calculated the rate constant for
each of these elementary reactions, so that the values contained
in Table 3 correspond to the sum of the two and four rate
constants for the reaction with the water monomer and the
water dimer, respectively. Tables S3 and S4 of the ESI† collect
the computed values for the reactions with the water monomer
and the water dimer in the range of temperatures between
225 K and 325 K.
In order to check the reliability of our calculations, regarding
the eﬀects of the theoretical approach, for the reaction of H2COO
with the water monomer and the water dimer (entry 1) we have
calculated the rate constants at the CTST level using the energies
computed at CCSD(T) employing the aug-cc-pVTZ and CBS basis
sets and we have calculated the rate constants at the VTST level
using the energies computed at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of
theory. In addition, for the reactions with compounds 2, 3, and 4,
we have computed the rate constants at both CTST and VTST
levels. Our results displayed in Table 3 show that, for the reactions
of 1 with H2O and with (H2O)2, the rate constants calculated at the
CTST level using the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ and the more accurate
CCSD(T)/CBS compare very well. On the other hand, the diﬀer-
ences in the values of the rate constants computed using the CTST
approach compared with more accurate VTST values are roughly
within a factor of 2–3.
Regarding the reaction with the water monomer, our results
displayed in Table 3, computed at 298 K, predict that the faster
reaction corresponds to anti-methyl carbonyl oxide (entry 3), with
a computed rate constant kM of 1.35 1013 cm3 molecule1 s1,
and the slower rate constant corresponds to the reaction with
carbonyl oxide 11, with a computed rate constant kM of
2.29  1019 cm3 molecule1 s1. There are diﬀerences of up
to six orders of magnitude in the value of the rate constant
depending on the nature of the carbonyl oxide, as has already
been discussed in a previous work.42 Please note that the values
reported in Table 3 for the reaction with the water monomer
slightly diﬀer from the values reported in ref. 42, which is mainly
attributed to the fact that in this work we have considered the
two reaction paths occurring for the reaction of each carbonyl
oxide with water, whereas in the previous investigation only one
reaction path was considered.
For the reaction of the parent carbonyl oxide with water
(entry 1) our best calculation predicts a kM of 3.05  1015 cm3
molecule1 s1 at 298 K, which compares very well with the
value reported by Welz et al.21 (o4 1015 cm3 molecule1 s1)
measured by direct monitoring of the H2COO decay, and with
the value of 1.3  0.4  1015 cm3 molecule1 s1 reported by
Newland et al.,54 evaluated taking into account the SO2 removal
at diﬀerent RHs in ozonolysis experiments. However, indirect
measurements of the rate constant predict values ranging between
3.2  1.2  1016 ando9  1017 cm3 molecule1 s1.55,56,60 For
the reaction of anti-CH3CHOO with H2O (entry 3), our calculations
predict a rate constant of 1.35  1013 cm3 molecule1 s1 at
298 K which is 13.5 times greater than the value obtained by
Taatjes and co-workers (1.0  0.4  1014 cm3 molecule1 s1)57
but 5.6 times greater than the value reported by Sheps et al.
(2.4  0.4  1014 cm3 molecule1 s1).58 For the reaction of
dimethyl carbonyl oxide with water (entry 4) our calculations
predict a rate constant of 2.41  1017 cm3 molecule1 s1 at
298 K, compared to the value ofo1.6 1016 cm3molecule1 s1
predicted by Huang and coworkers.84
Regarding the reaction with the water dimer, our results
displayed in Table 3 predict rate constants that are between
1.14  103 and 1.67  105 times greater than the reaction
with the water monomer. The fastest reaction corresponds to
anti-methyl carbonyl oxide (entry 3) with a computed kD of
5.93  1010 cm3 molecule1 s1 at 298 K and the smallest
one corresponds to entry 5, with a computed kD of 9.23 
1016 cm3 molecule1 s1 at 298 K. Thus, our calculations predict
diﬀerences of about five orders of magnitude between the largest
and the smallest rate constants depending on the nature and
position of the substituents in carbonyl oxide. For the reaction of
H2COO + (H2O)2 (entry 1) we have computed a rate constant of
1.67 1010 cm3molecule1 s1 at 298 K, which is between 31 and
42 times greater than the experimental measurements, ranging
between 4.0 1.2 and 5.4 1012 cm3molecule1 s1.76–78 For the
reaction of methyl carbonyl oxide with the water dimer we predict
rate constants of 4.83 1013 cm3molecule1 s1 (syn, entry 2) and
5.93  1010 cm3 molecule1 s1 (anti, entry 3) which are 14
and 37 times greater than the measured values of 3.40  1014
and 1.60 1011 cm3 molecule1 s1, respectively,79 and for the
reaction of (CH3)2COO with (H2O)2 (entry 4) we have calculated
a rate constant of 3.72  1013 cm3 molecule1 s1, in line with
the value of o1.3  1013 cm3 molecule1 s1 reported by
Huang et al.84 The differences between our calculated values
and the experimental estimations can mainly rely on the
theoretical approach used in this work. The use of optimized
geometries and partition functions obtained by ab initiomethods
using a larger basis set will improve our results. However there
are also significant differences in experimental data obtained
through different measurements and we are confident that
our calculations predict quite well the experimental trends
regarding the reactivity of all carbonyl oxides with water and
the water dimer.
For carbonyl oxides 2, 4, 5, and 6 the two reactions, water
addition (reaction (2)) and hydrogen transfer (reaction (3)), can
take place and the corresponding results are included in Table 3.
Regarding the reaction with the water monomer, we have
calculated almost the same rate constant for both reactions
in the case of syn-methyl carbonyl oxide (1.42  1018 and
1.47  1018 cm3 molecule1 s1, respectively at 298 K, entry 2)
whereas for the remaining carbonyl oxides the rate constant of
reaction (2) is computed to be about one order of magnitude
greater than the rate constant of reaction (3). It is worth
mentioning that our values in Table 3 diﬀer from those reported
in a previous paper,42 which is due to the fact that the work we
just considered is one of the reaction paths for each reaction.
The corresponding values for each elementary reaction and for
the whole reaction are reported in Tables S3 to S6 of the ESI.†
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The important point here is to look at the eﬀect of the water
dimer on the hydrogen transfer reaction (reaction (3)) com-
pared with the water addition reaction (reaction (2)). The results
from Table 3 show that the rate constants of reaction (3) with
the water dimer are between 8 and 121 times greater than the
reaction with the water monomer, whereas for reaction (2) the
rate constant increases between 3.00 103 and 3.40 105 times
when the water monomer is substituted by the water dimer.
These results show clearly that there is a very big impact of the
water dimer on the reactivity of carbonyl oxides via water
addition reaction (reaction (2)), but the impact on the hydrogen
transfer processes, and consequently on the production of hydroxyl
radicals, is very small.
Finally, in Table 4 we have collected the Arrhenius para-
meters for all reactions investigated. There is a negative tem-
perature dependence for all reactions with the water dimer and
for reaction of carbonyl oxides 3 and 12 with the water mono-
mer too, according to the relative energies of these reactions
displayed in Table 1. The reaction of compounds 2, 4, 5, 6, 9,
and 12 with the water monomer has a slight non-Arrhenius
behavior (see footnote b in Table 4), which in the case of entries
2, 4, 5, and 6 is due to the strong non Arrhenius character of
the hydrogen transfer reaction. Our calculated Arrhenius parameters
of carbonyl oxides 1, 2, and 3, are in line with the theoretical values
reported by Lin and co-workers79 (see footnote d in Table 4). For
the reaction of H2COO with (H2O)2 (entry 1) our computed
activation energy is 8.15 kcal mol1, which compares very well
with the experimental value of 8.1  0.6 kcal mol1 reported by
Smith et al.77 and with the calculated value of 8.08 kcal mol1 of
Lin and co-workers.79
Atmospheric relevance
To gain more insight into the eﬀect of the water dimer in the
atmospheric reactivity of carbonyl oxides it is more convenient
considering reaction rates rather than rate constants. The reac-
tion rates for the reaction between carbonyl oxides and water
and the water dimer can be written as
v1 = kM[R1R2COO][H2O] (9)
v2 = kD[R1R2COO][(H2O)2] (10)
where kM and kD correspond to the rate constants of the reactions
with the water monomer and the water dimer, respectively. Then,
the relative reaction rates are:
v2
v1
¼ kD½R1R2COO½ðH2OÞ2
kM R1R2COO½ ½H2O ¼
kD½ðH2OÞ2
kM½H2O ¼
kDKeqwd½H2O
kM
(11)
where Keqwd is the equilibrium constant for the formation of
the water dimer.
Thus, the atmospheric importance of the water dimer in
enhancing the atmospheric degradation of carbonyl oxides by
its reaction with water depends on the rate constant and on its
concentration as well. In a previous work,82 we have calculated
the rate constant for the formation of the water dimer and we
have also estimated its concentration at diﬀerent temperatures
(between 275 and 310 K) and at diﬀerent relative humidities
(between 20 and 100% RH).82 Taking the water and water dimer
concentrations reported in that work,82 and the rate constants
kD and kM, computed in this investigation, we can calculate the
relative reaction rates (eqn (11)).
In Fig. 4 we have plotted these values for the reactions of all
Criegee intermediates considered in the present work, computed
between 275 and 310 K temperature range, and between 20% and
100% RH. Table S7 of the ESI,† contains the corresponding
values. Fig. 4 shows that for all reactions investigated the relative
reaction rates have a quadratic behavior. They increase with the
relative humidity but for a given RH the water dimer has a greater
impact as the temperature decreases. Thus, for instance, con-
sidering the reactions of the parent carbonyl oxide 1, the water
and water dimer concentrations at 20% RH (1.55  1017 and
5.44  1013 molecules cm3), and at 100% RH (7.73  1017 and
1.36  1015 molecules cm3),82 and taking the rate constants
computed in this work, we see from Fig. 4 and Table S7 (ESI†) that
the reaction rate with the water dimer is 16.2 times faster than the
reaction with the water monomer at 310 K and 20% RH, but
81 times faster at the same temperatures and 100% RH. However,
these relative rates are 27.1 times at 275 K and 20% RH and
136 times at 275 K and 100% RH. For the reactions of water and
the water dimer with syn-CH3CHOO (entry 2) the relative reaction
rates range between 49 times at 310 K and 20%RH and 378 times at
275 K and 100% RH whereas for the anti-CH3CHOO (entry 3) these
values are just 1.41 times at 310 K and 20% RH and 9.29 times at
275 K and 100% RH. For the remaining carbonyl oxides considered
in this work, Fig. 4 and Table S7 (ESI†) show that the impact of the
water dimer is not as important as for entries 1 and 2, with values of
the relative reaction rates up to 37 times.
Table 4 Computed Arrhenius parameters for the reactions of carbonyl
oxides with water and with the water dimer: pre-exponential parameter A
(in cm3 molecule1 s1) and activation energy Ea (in kcal mol
1)a,d
Entry
R1R2COO + H2O R1R2COO + (H2O)2
A Ea A Ea
1 3.30  1014 1.42 1.76  1016 8.15
2b,c 1.78  1016 2.44 4.44  1017 5.50
3 2.58  1014 0.98 7.51  1017 9.40
4b,c 1.60  1015 2.49 1.14  1017 6.15
5b,c 1.17  1016 3.50 2.21  1018 3.57
6b,c 5.05  1016 3.07 1.40  1018 5.39
7 1.74  1014 5.02 5.42  1018 4.09
8 4.01  1015 3.19 2.56  1018 5.81
9b 9.05  1015 0.68 8.58  1018 7.62
10 1.00  1014 4.32 1.02  1017 5.49
11 1.16  1014 6.43 1.35  1017 3.06
12b 8.81  1015 0.38 1.70  1017 8.34
a Computed at the VTST level of theory for entries 1–4 and at the CTST
level of theory for entries 5–12. b The reaction of carbonyl oxides 2, 4, 5,
6, 9, and 12 with the water monomer has some non-Arrhenius char-
acter. c The Arrhenius parameters of reaction (2) for the reactions of
carbonyl oxides 2, 4, 5, and 6 with a single water molecule are: 1.43 
1014, 5.46; 1.30  1014, 3.86; 8.11  1016, 4.68; and 2.91 
1015, 4.13 corresponding to the pair A and Ea respectively. d The
calculated parameters reported in ref. 79 are: (pairs of A and Ea,
respectively) 1.24  1014, 2.08; 3.14  1015, 5.72; and 4.99 
1015, 1.14, for the reaction of 1, 2, and 3 with water, respectively, and
4.11  1018, 8.08; 1.16  1018, 5.93; and 1.63  1018, 8.54 for the
reaction of 1, 2, and 3 with the water dimer, respectively.
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Beyond analyzing the reaction rates of Criegee intermediates
with water and with the water dimer, the results reported in this
work allow us to calculate an eﬀective rate constant (keﬀ) that
drives the kinetics of the atmospheric reaction of carbonyl
Fig. 4 Relative reaction rates, computed according to eqn (11), at diﬀerent temperatures and relative humidities, for the reaction of carbonyl oxides with
water and with the water dimer. Values in parenthesis correspond to carbonyl oxide.
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oxides with water. Here we assume that both water and the
water dimer play a role in the gas phase reactivity of carbonyl
oxides, but no water trimer or water tetramer. This assumption
is based on the fact that the atmospheric concentration of these
water clusters is predicted to be very low81–83 and with the fact
that the estimation that the reactivity with H2COO is even smaller
than the reactivity with the water monomer.109 Accordingly, the
reaction rate for the atmospheric degradation of carbonyl oxides
by water can be written as:
v = keﬀ[R1R2COO][H2O]TOT = kM[R1R2COO][H2O]
+ kD[R1R2COO][(H2O)2] (12)
and therefore the eﬀective rate constant is
keff ¼
kM H2O½  þ kD ðH2OÞ2
 
½H2OTOT
¼ kM H2O½  þ kD ðH2OÞ2
 
½H2O
¼ kM þ
kD ðH2OÞ2
 
H2O½ 
¼ kM þ kDKeqwd H2O½ ;
(13)
where [H2O]TOT = [H2O] + [(H2O)2]D [H2O], since [H2O]c [(H2O)2].
Eqn (13) shows that for each temperature, keﬀ depends on the
rate constant of the reaction of carbonyl oxides with the water
monomer (kM) and with the water dimer (kD) but also on the
actual concentration of water and the water dimer. Consequently
the atmospheric reactivity of carbonyl oxides with water depends
on the temperature (through kM and kD) and on the relative
humidity too. In Table 5 we have collected the computed keﬀ at
298 K and diﬀerent RHs for all carbonyl oxides investigated in
this work. The corresponding values computed in the 275–310 K
range of temperatures and between 20% and 100% of RH are
contained in Table S8 of the ESI.† At first glance, the results
in Table 4 show a different influence of RH on keff. Thus, for
instance, in the case of entry 9, we have calculated a keff at 100%
RH two times greater than the value calculated at 20% of RH
while for entries 1 and 2 this factor is about 5 times. It is also very
interesting for atmospheric purposes to compare the keff values
with the rate constants of the reaction with the water monomer.
For instance, for the parent carbonyl oxide 1, we have computed
a keff of 6.18  1014 cm3 molecule1 s1 at 298 K and 20% RH
and of 2.97  1013 cm3 molecule1 s1 at 298 K and 100% RH,
compared with the reaction of 1 with a single water molecule
(3.05 1015 cm3 molecule1 s1 at 298 K, see Table 3). Through
these results we predict an enhancement of the atmospheric
reactivity of 1 with water ranging between 20 and 100 times
because of the effect of the water dimer. This enhancement is
calculated to range between 59 and 295 times for syn-methyl
carbonyl oxide (entry 2) but much smaller for the remaining
Criegee intermediates. In the case of entry 9 these values drop
to 1.40 and 3 times only.
In summary, by the analysis of the values displayed in Fig. 4,
Table 4, and Table S8 (ESI†) let us conclude that the water dimer
enhances, in all cases, the reactivity of carbonyl oxides with water.
However, the impact of (H2O)2 is very diﬀerent depending on the
nature and the position of the substituent in the carbonyl oxide.
From Tables S5 and S8 (ESI†) we can deduce that the enhance-
ment produced by the reaction of carbonyl oxides with the water
dimer is huge for 1 and 2 (up to 137 and 379 times), moderate for
4, 10, and 11, (up to 26–41 times), minor for 3, 5, 6, and 8, (up to
6.7–10 times), and almost negligible for 7, 9, and 12 (less than
4 times under the most favorable conditions). These results have
important atmospheric consequences, since it has been sug-
gested that carbonyl oxides play an important role in the first
nucleation steps in the formation of organic aerosols or in the
oxidation of atmospheric species. Very recently, it has been
suggested that the fast reaction of carbonyl oxides with water
dimers may limit the impact of the simplest Criegee inter-
mediates on atmospheric chemistry76,80 but our results clearly
show that a very different impact is expected, depending on the
nature of the carbonyl oxide but also on the temperature and
on the relative humidity.
The last point of interest for atmospheric purposes refers
to the possible atmospheric formation of OH radicals, via
reaction (3), which is possible for the reaction of carbonyl
oxides 2, 4, 5, and 6. If we take into account the reaction with
the water monomer only, the values displayed in Table 3 show
Table 5 Eﬀective rate constants (keﬀ in cm
3molecule1 s1), computed at 298 K and diﬀerent relative humidities (RH), for the reaction of carbonyl oxides
with watera
Entry 20% RH 40% RH 60% RH 80% RH 100% RH
1 6.18  1014 1.21  1013 1.79  1013 2.38  1013 2.97  1013
2 1.73  1016 3.43  1016 5.13  1016 6.82  1016 8.52  1016
3 3.44  1013 5.53  1013 7.62  1013 9.69  1013 1.18  1012
4 1.55  1016 2.86  1016 4.17  1016 5.47  1016 6.78  1016
5 6.60  1019 9.86  1019 1.31  1018 1.63  1018 1.96  1018
6 7.36  1018 1.18  1017 1.63  1018 2.07  1017 2.52  1017
7 5.56  1018 7.48  1018 9.38  1018 1.13  1017 1.32  1017
8 3.53  1017 5.19  1017 6.85  1017 8.50  1017 1.02  1016
9 4.08  1015 5.25  1015 6.41  1015 7.57  1015 8.74  1015
10 4.50  1017 8.32  1017 1.21  1016 1.59  1016 1.97  1016
11 1.07  1018 1.91  1018 2.75  1018 3.58  1018 4.42  1018
12 2.45  1014 3.23  1014 4.01  1014 4.78  1014 5.56  1014
a Calculated according to eqn (13).
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that for syn-methyl carbonyl oxide (entry 2) reaction (2) (via TS1)
and reaction (3) (via TS2) have almost the same rate constant
while for entries 4, 5, and 6, reaction (3) has a rate constant
which is almost one order of magnitude smaller than reaction (2).
However, this situation changes dramatically when water dimer
is taken into account. We have just shown that water dimer has a
big impact on the water addition reaction (reaction (2)) but a very
small impact on the hydrogen transfer reactions (reaction (3)),
so that the presence of water dimer hinders the atmospheric
formation of hydroxyl radicals. Taking into account eqn (13), we
can calculate a keﬀ for reaction (3) and compared with the keﬀ
computed for the whole reaction (reaction (2) plus reaction (3),
see Table 5 and Table S8 (ESI†)) we can estimate the branching
ratio for the atmospheric OH production, which range between
0.01 and 0.04. That is, our calculations predict that the water
dimer prevent the tropospheric formation of hydroxyl radicals
via reaction (3). These results are in line with several studies
showing that there is no influence of humidity on HO produc-
tion in ozonolysis.105,110–114 although further studies conclude
that the HO yields are increased in ozonolysis experiments
conducted under humid conditions compared to experiments
conducted under dry conditions.115,116
Conclusions
The results of the present investigation allow us to highlight the
following points:
(1) The reaction of carbonyl oxides with water and the water
dimer takes place through a 1,3-dipolar interaction involving the
carbon and terminal oxygen atoms of the Criegee intermediates. In
all cases, the relative stability of the stationary points, and con-
sequently the kinetics, depend on both the nature and the position
of the substituents. Reactions with carbonyl oxides having electron
donating character hinder the nucleophilic attack of the oxygen
atom of water to the carbon atom of the carbonyl oxide, increasing
the energy barrier. In contrast, electron withdrawing substituents
in the carbonyl oxide produce a decrease of the energy barrier.
In addition, substituents in anti-position produce a stabilization
eﬀect and substituents in syn-position produce a destabilization
eﬀect, which is caused by the hyperconjugative eﬀects originated
by the substituents. These findings imply diﬀerences up to
5–6 orders of magnitude in the rate constants between the
fastest and the slowest reaction of carbonyl oxides with water
and with the water dimer.
(2) With respect to reaction (2) that corresponds to the water
addition process to carbonyl oxide, the substitution of the water
monomer by the water dimer produces a relative stabilization of
the transition states of roughly 8–11 kcal mol1 in the relative
energies with respect to the corresponding values for the reaction
with water monomers. For reaction (3) that corresponds to the
hydrogen atom transfer process, the relative stabilization of the
transition states by substituting the water monomer by the water
dimer is smaller, up to 6 kcal mol1. As a consequence of this, the
reaction with the water dimer is faster than the reaction with
the water monomer. However, the impact of the water dimer on
the atmospheric decomposition of carbonyl oxides changes very
much depending on the nature of the Criegee intermediates. The
rate constants of reaction (2) with the water dimer are between
1.14  103 and 3.40  105 times greater than the reaction with
the water monomer, depending on the nature of the carbonyl
oxide. In the case of reaction (3), these values range between
10 and 121 times.
(3) It is possible to define an eﬀective rate constant (keﬀ) for
the atmospheric reactivity of carbonyl oxides with water. This
keﬀ depends on the rate constants of the reaction with water
and the water dimer, and consequently on the temperature, but
it also depends on the relative humidity. Through this eﬀective
rate constant we can estimate the enhancement of the atmo-
spheric reactivity with water due to the eﬀect of the reaction with
the water dimer, which ranges between 59 and 295 times for
the syn-methyl carbonyl oxide (entry 2), and between 1.40 and
3 times only for entry 9, depending on the temperature and
relative humidity.
(4) The water dimer has a very diﬀerent impact on the atmo-
spheric reactivity of carbonyl oxides. It is huge for entries 1 and 2,
moderate for 4, 10, and 11, minor for 3, 5, 6, and 8, and almost
negligible for 7, 9, and 12. These results show that carbonyl
oxides with a smaller keﬀ last longer in the atmosphere and they
are able to react with other tropospheric trace gases or contribute
to the formation of aerosols.
(5) Our calculations show that the presence of the water
dimer prevents the atmospheric formation of hydroxyl radicals
via reaction (3).
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